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Much of the administrative effort during this quarter related to the prepa-
ration, submission, and follow-up on the proposal submitted to ERDA by the HGP-A
Development Group (HGP-A/DG) to install a wellhead generator at the test site.
HGP-A/DG consists of: 1) The State of Hawaii, represented by Hideto Kono, State
Energy Resources Coordinator; 2) The County of Hawaii, represented by Clarence
Garcia, Director of the Department of Research and Development; 3) The Hawaii
Electric Light Company (HELGa), represented by Frank Montgomery, Vice President
for Engineering of the Hawaiian Electric Company (HECO) -- which is HELCO's
parent organization; and 4) The University of Hawaii, represented by John Shupe,
HGP Director. Hideto Kono will serve as Executive Director of the Development
Group, with the State assuming the lead agency role.
TRW, Inc. was granted a $38,500 contract by the State to assist in prepa-
ration of the proposal for a wellhead generator, with supporting research and
testing facilities. This proposal for establishing a "Geothermal Electric and
Nonelectric Research Facility Utilizing the HGP-A Well on the Island of Hawaii"
was submitted to ERDA by HGP-A/DG on April 6, 1977. Different types of wellhead
generators were considered, along with alternate possibilities for reinjection
and research capability. Depending upon which options ERDA is interested in
funding, the project could run from $3.1 to $6.4 million, with some local
matching support from the State and County. The utility has agreed to purchase
the power from the project, with anticipated revenue running around $260,000 a
year. This would provide sufficient annual support to operate and maintain
the facil ity.
Dr. James C. Bresee, Director of ERDA's Geothermal Division; John V. Walker,
Chief of the Utilization Technology Branch of Research and Advanced Technology;
and Arthur G. Follett, Mission Leader from the Hydrothermal Branch of Resource
Utilization, will be coming to Hawaii in mid-July to observe HGP-A under flow
conditions, to confer with all of the principals involved in the project, and to
follow-up on questions raised by the proposal. It is anticipated that a decision
will be forthcoming from ERDA on funding this project shortly after the site
visit.
Table I presents a summary of the amounts awarded and expended by the HGP
through the third quarter of FY 77. The total amount from ERDA of $300,248
represents a $50,000 advance from the transition period, a $220,248 grant
approved in November, and d supplemental award of $30,000 approved in December.
The State of Hawaii has provided $66,405 in FY 77 to assist with the well testing
program. There was a reduced level of spending during the third quarter, and the
~~~------~-----------------------------
TABLE I
FISCAL SUMMARY OF THE HAWAII GEOTHERMAL PROJECT FOR FY 77
June 30, 1977
AWARDED AMOUNT ESTIMATED COMMITTED EX PEN- ESTIMATED BALANCE
PROGRAM THROUGH 9/30/77 DITURES THROUGH 6/30/77 AS OF 6/30/77
Federal funds State funds Federal funds State funds Federal funds State funds
Management $ 25,000 $ 16,251 $ 8,749
Geosciences
Tasks 2.1-2.7
& 4.1 141,975 110,225 31,750
Reservoir Engineering
and We 11 Testi ng




TOTAL $300,248 $66,405 $233,206 $47,076 $67,042 $19,329
unencumbered balance as of July 1 ~ 1977~ of $86,371 should be sufficient to
complete the Phase III well testing and analysis activities outlined in the FY 77
ERDA contract.
Dr. John Shupe~ the HGP Project Director, will begin a leave of absence from
the University on August l~ 1977, to spend a year on an Intergovernmental Agree-
ment assigned to the office of ERDAls Assistant Administrator for Solar, Geothermal,
and Advanced Energy Systems. In his absence Program Directors Paul Yuen and
Charles Helsley will share in the responsibility for administering HGP. Dr. Yuen
will continue to direct the well testing and reservoir engineering tasks and take
over the operational responsibilities and supervisory role for Mrs. Diane Sakai,
the Administrative Assistant for the HGP. Dr. Helsley will continue to direct
all geoscience activity and will be responsible for the preparation of the final
report -- with appropriate input from Dr. Yuen on well testing and reservoir
engineering.
It is anticipated that the completion of the final report -- which will
include a summary, analysis~ and synthesis of all scientific, exploratory,
drilling, and well testing data obtained over a four-year period -- will mark
the close of the Hawaii Geothermal Project as an administrative entity. Subsequent
geothermal research at the University of Hawaii will be conducted by the separate
departments and institutes, rather than the multidisciplinary monolith represented
by the HGP. From the beginning it has been a concept that is too broad and all
encompassing for Federal funding agencies to interact with comfortably. It has
never been the intent of HGP to assume a major role in the commercial development
of geothermal power~ although the University will continue to provide advice and
information as an active participant in the development consortium for the
successful well. Consequently, this final quarter in FY 77 will see the demise
of the Hawaii Geothermal Project.
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Seismic Studies Task 2.3
Two refraction lines were completed in January 1977. One line
E-W ran along the strike of the rift zone with seismometers stretching
some 22 km from li1ewa crater through the HGP-A drill site to the light-
house station at Cape Kumukahi, Figure 1. The other line N-S ran just
north of the town of Pahoa through the drill site down Pohoiki Road
to Issaac Hale Park at the coast line.
All shooting was performed at night as it was felt that at this
time we would have minimal cultural noise to contend with. The shots
were of two sizes, 60 and 120 lbs. of Tovex-Aquagel. Shooting was
undertaken off the 60-foot vessel NOlI under full steam along the lines
indicated on the map.
At the present time of this report, the data has been subject to
analysis, and interpreted within the limitations of the experiment
relying on gravity data as well as the previous seismic work.
Two refraction lines reveal apparent refractor velocities of
3.0, 5.7, 7.0, 8.2 km/sec. The velocities of 3.0 and 7.0 km/sec are
seen on both lines and agree with previous studies.
Flat layer formulas and assumptions indicate that the 7.0 km/sec
layer lies at a depth of just over 2.0 km. The velocity structure above
this level appeared to be defined by the 3.0 km/sec layer and perhaps
the 5.7 km/sec layer. Hill (1969) obtained a velocity of 3.1 km/sec as
well as Suyenaga (1976). The 5.7 km/sec layer is perhaps the 5.1 km/sec
layer of Hill but is not seen on the E-W line. Two reasons are suggested
(1) the 5.7 km/sec layer may be the 7.0 km/sec dipping slightly northward
as some models now being tested indicate; (2) the 5.7 km/sec layer lies
practically within the hydrothermal zone and may not be visible in
some shooting configurations due to its low velocity nature.
An apparent very high velocity (8.2 km/sec), is seen in the vici-
nity of Kapoho crater. This appears due to concentration of high density
material near the surface: aeromagnetics reveal that this region is






modeling indicates that a structure from 2-5 km deep with
concentration on the south side is compatible with the
Fourier's analysis on the other hand t shows that mass
at shallower depths are possible t if we assume very large
density contrasts.
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Chemical analyses of HGP-A lavas reveal that all are quartz--
normative tholeiitic basalts. Downhole trends in leaching and enrichment
of major oxides indicate that the observed alteration is due to hydrother-
mal fluids rather than to cool sea water. At 1554 m the hydrothermal
leaching and enrichment trends reverse dramatically.
Beneath a zone of unaltered lavas, three zones of alteration can be
distinguished in HGP-A lavas, on the basis of a dominant mineral. The
uppermost altered zone, 675-1300 m, is characterized by montmorillonite
with minor calcite, quartz, one or more zeolites and chlorite. Vesicles
in this zone are only partly filled with secondary minerals. The second
zone, 1350-1894 m, is characterized by extensive chlorite surpassing
montmorillonite as the principal alteration mineral, with quartz, actino-
lite and montmorillonite as accessory products. All vesicles and fractures
appear to be completely filled within this zone. The third zone of alter-
ation becomes evident about 1835 m and is dominant at 1959 m. Actinolite
predominates; chlorite, quartz and opaque grains, principally hemitite
and pyrite, are the accessory minerals. The degree and type of alteration
found throughout most of the third zone are distinct from and more extensive
than those encountered in the lavas at shallower depths. The mineral
assemblage resembles that found in greenschist facies metamorphism and
reflects higher pressure and probably higher temperature. Since fractures
and.vesicles are not completely filled within this zone it seems probable
that greater permeability also is significant in causing more intense
alteration at this depth. This suspicion seems confirmed by the moderate
alteration observed in one thin section from the upper part of core 10
which is of nonvesicular and unfractured rock. The zone boundaries nearly
coincide with certain well-testing results which indicate that there may
be two producing zones in the well, one at about 1350 m and a second close
to the bottom of the well (P. Yuen, personal communication, 1977).
Based on the degree of secondary mineralization observed filling vesi-
cles and fractures in HGP-A lavas, three zones of permeability can be
tentatively identified.· From the surface to about 875 m the lavas appear
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to be highly permeable; between about 1050-1835 m. they are poorly perme-
able; and between 1835 m and 1959 m the lavas become moderately permeable.
The exact depth between permeable zones and alteration zones has not been
established with certainty because of the large interval between cores
and the as yet incomplete testing of the well. Probably permeability is
gradationa1.
Circulation of drilling mud disturbed the thermal regime in the well
and pre-drilling equilibrium has not been reestablished as of this writing.
Nevertheless it is informative to compare certain temperature profiles
and mineral assemblages from HGP-A with similar data from high-temperature
geothermal areas in Iceland, since both occur in predominantly basaltic
lavas.
In Iceland the transition temperatures from mineral zones of dominantly
montmorillonite to mixed-layer clays to chlorite are reported as about 2000C
and 2300 C. respectively, and the beginning of a fourth zone is suspected
by the appearance of amphibole in one area at temperatures exceeding 2800 C
(Kristmannsd6ttir, 1975). The Nesjavellir area is an exception in that
mineral assemblages there occur at higher temperatures than are found in
other areas for the same assemblages (Kristmannsdottir and Tomasson, 1975).
Kristmannsd6ttir and Tomasson (1974) suggest that temperatures in the
Nesjavellir area have increased too recently for the minerals to have
reequilibrated to existing conditions.
Figure 1 shows the zones of alteration observed in HGP-A lavas and the
temperatures measured on three occasions. As of this writing, HGP-A has
cooled several tens of degrees since the initial flashing but it appears
to be approaching equilibrium. The downhole temperatures are higher than
those encountered in Icelandic wells at similar mineral-zone boundaries.
This implies that the current thermal regime is relatively young and that
the hydrothermal minerals observed in HGP-A lavas have not yet reached equilibrium
with existing temperatures or that the Iceland wells have cooled since reaching
their maximum temperatures.
On the basis of chemistry of summit and east rift lavas erupted during
historic times, Wright and Fiske (1971) proposed that "batches" of magma from
the shallow reservoir beneath the summit of Kilauea are periodically injected
into the east rift and that the more highly differentiated lavas may be
held there for periods of more than a century. A recent injection
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of this sort, perhaps supplying magma for the 1955 and 1960 east rift
eruptions could provide the "new" heat source we appear to be observing.
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Figure 1. Mineral zones of hydrothermal alteration and temperatures at zone boundaries.
Hydrology-Geochemistry Task 2.6
The results of the 6 week flow test
currently being readied for publication.
been released due to depletion of funds,
of March-April 1977 is
Most of the personnel have
hence the slow synthesis of
the data.
Figure 1 shows the gradually increasing chloride content of the dis-
charged water (weir box) from HGP-A. This increase could be due to
increasing steam content or to greater sea water encroachment.
Table 1 gives a summary of the major element chemistry of the discharg-
ed waters. The reader should note that the sample collected on February 14,
1977, at ~12 hrs after shutin, from 2270 (bottom of cased portion of the
well) is anomalous in all its parameters. This may indicate recharge of
the bore at this level.
The calculated geochemical temperatures agree well with the observed
temperature indicating that the waters are in equilibrium with the surround-
ing rock.
Analyses of the scale collected from the weir indicates the presence
of only silica. No calcium or magnesium were detected.
Much has been said regarding the emission of H2 S and its possible
effects on the health of local residents. Table 2 summarizes the sulfide
and mercury emission as well as the relevant EPA and OSHA standards. The
H2S level in the steam at the point of discharge is 76 ~g/m3. A mixing
rate of 100:1 would probably be achieved within 10 meters of the stack
lowering the discharge to .76 ~q which is rouqhly the EPA recommended
























Figure 1. Chloride content versus date of sample collection for Hr,P-A .. All samples were collected
from the 'weir box.
Table 1
HGP-A GEOCHEMICAL SUMMARY
(concentrations in mg/l of total discharge)
t* t** t***= TRIT. Na/K Na/K/CaDOWNHOLE Cl Na K Ca !!& Si02 S E!! .9!!.--.
Non-flowing
(ave. of 5 profiles): mean 1040 730 122 91.2 1.0 440 135 3 <.1 240°C 250(WE) 224
a ±465 ±272 ±46 ±63 ±.7 ±230 ±96 252(FT)
2270' (02/14/77) 4720 2008 245 445 14.0 432 .66 3 240°C 211 (WE) 210
210
Low flow (average) of 4 samples 1040 480 103 22.6 .25 710 2.5 - 286 287 (WE) 248
294(FT)
WEIR BOX
approximate steady-state 780 390 68 24 .11 41 8.5 - 93 256(WE) 229
(01/30/77) 259(FT)
*Fournier & Rowe (1966): t· 1311/[5.196 - log(Si02)] - 273; Si02 in ppm.
**White t Ellis (1969): t a 855.6/[.6269 + log(Na/K)] - 273; Na & K in moles.
Fournier & Truesdale (1973):
t ~ 777/[.4693 + log (Na!K)] ~ 273; Na & K in moles •
. ***Fournier & Truesdale (1973):






SULFIDE AND MERCURY EMISSION FROM HGP-A
Total Mass Flow H2S
Bore Size (Klb/hr) (mg/1 -at 1 atm)
Wide Open (8") 101 2.0





H2S H2S Hg Hg Power Outpu
(g/24 hr) (llg/m3 of steam) (llg/l) (g/24 hr) (Mw)
91* 76* 1.3 1.4t 3.5
68* 74* 3.8
H2S Hg Hg




*gaseous emission at stack height of 17'
**recommended average level for ambient air over 30 day period
***threshold limit value (time-weighted average for ambient air over 8 hr day)
ttotal emission in liquid discharge
ttmaximum permissible level for discharge waters of mercury processing operations
References:
EPA publication 450/2-74-009A, October 1974. Background Information on National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air
Po1lutants--Proposed Amendments to Standards for Asbestos and Mercury.





Physical Properties of Rocks Task 2.7
The electrical conductivity (0) and velocity (Vp and Vs ) measurements
completed were reported in a previous quarterly status report (Dec. 1976).
Since then emphasis has been put into analysis of data. Also additional
electrical measurements have been made on basalt samples at moderate tem-
peratures using t instead of the loop method t the disc method to evaluate
fully the effects of glass content and porosity on o.
Besides characterizing the various physica1 t therma1 t elastic and
electrical properties of the Hawaiian basalts under varying pressure t
temperature and saturation conditions t the main conclusions reached are:
1. The Archiels 1aw t f = A~-m (where f is the formation factor and
is the ratio of bulk resistivity of the rock to resistivity of
the fluid in the pores; 'A' and 'm' are constant t and ~ is the
fractional porositY)t holds well for basalts. The 'AI parameter
is much higher as compared to that for sedimentary and crystalline
rocks and 1m' is 2. The relationship between ~ and f changes
with salinity of the saturating solution (Figure 1). Such a
change is due to interaction of saturating solution with the
rock pore framework.
2. There is a good correlation between the elastic and electrical
properties (Figures 2 and 3). The relationship observed between
resistivity and velocity for saturated samples can be used to
obtain velocity logs from resistivity logs. Such correlations
are useful in interpretation of logging and seismic data.
3. Ultrasonic Vp and Vs measurements on dry and saturated samples
show that Vp increases when rock is saturated. The increase t
in general, is related to the amount of porosity; greater the
porosity greater the increase. On the other hand, Vs does not
show a systematic behavior. For rocks with ~ <0.05, the satur-
ated Vs is generally more than the dry Vs ; on the other hand
for ¢ >0.05, saturated Vs is generally less than the dry Vs '
Wave propagation theory predicts that Vs should consistently
decrease ~th saturation. The increase noted in basalts may be
-16-
due to relaxation of water in narrow pores of basalts or the
theory is good only when the rock is under some pressure.
4. Using the loop method, cr of about ten basalt samples to 15000C
has been measured. The conductivity, in general, increases
monotonically with temperature to solidus temperature, above
which there is a sharp rise (Figure 4). The rise is related to
the onset of melting and change of conduction mechanism. It
could be caused by disordering in plagioclase. Below solidus
temperatures, the cr of basalts increases with increase in glass
and alkalic content.
Data shown in Figure 4 were obtained on powdered samples.
Recently we have measured cr employing disc specimens (1.3 cm in
diameter x 3 mm thick) prepared from field samples. Compared
to the cr values determined by loop method, the cr values from
measurements on disc specimens are found to be smaller by an
order of magnitude. This decrease is expected in view of non-
porous and more glassy nature of specimens employed in the loop
method.
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A - Tap Water Saturation
8 - 1:3 Solution Saturation
C- 1:1 Solution Saturation~
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FIGURE 3. Plot of resistivity versus Vs for saturated
Hawaiian basalts.
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Figure 4. Temperature dependence of electrical conductivity 0 for alkalic




Ping Cheng and Kah Hie Lau
The study of free convection in a multi-layer geothermal reservoir with
application to the Kapoho Geothermal Field is nearly completed. The model
examined is that of a rectangular reservoir consisting of three horizontal porous
layers with the middle layer being the least permeable. The upper boundary of
the top layer is permeable which allows the recharge and discharge of ground-
water. The other boundaries are bounded by impermeable surfaces. Heating of
the groundwater is provided by geothermal heat sources from below and/or from
the sides. The formulation of the problem and some preliminary results have
already been discussed in the last quarterly report.
In an attempt to study the effects of various parameters on the reservoir
characteristics, the following six cases with different aspect (length to height)
ratio and Rayleigh numbers were carried out.
Case 1: Ral = 300.0, Ra2 = 120.0, Ra3 = 750.0; L/H = 2
Case 2: Ra1 = 300.0, Ra2 = 50.0, Ra3 = 750.0; L/H = 2
Case 3: Ral = 350.0, Ra2 = 350.0, Ra3 = 350.0; L/H = 2
Case 4: Ral = 300.0, Ra2 = 120.0, Ra3 = 750.0; L/H = 1
Case 5: Ral = 300.0, Ra2 = 120.0, Ra3 = 750.0; L/H = 4
Case 6: Ral = 300.0, Ra2 = 120.0, Ra3 = 750.0; L/H = 2
In all of these cases, the initial conditions are such that the flow is stationary
and the dimensionless temperature equal to zero everywhere. The reservoir is then
subject to sudden heating from below where the dimensionless temperature of the
bottom impermeable surface is raised to one. The temperature of the vertical
boundaries for the first five cases increases linearly with depth, while the
vertical sides of the sixth case is insulated, The numerical results will be
discussed in the following.
Case I
The Rayleigh numbers for the three layers are taken to be 300, 120 and 750,
implying that the permeability ratios for the layers are (kl/k2) = 2.5 and
(k3/k2) = 6.25. These ratios represent a highly permeable top layer, low permea-
bility middle layer and a moderately permeable bottom layer. The aspect ratio
(LjH) is 2:1. The multi-cellular flow with cell width of 0.5, plotted in Fig. la
for half the domain, seems to be the preferred mode as the system approaches
steady state at a dimensionless time level (T) of 0.0754. The stream-function plot,
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Fig. la, shows strong convective flows in the upper and lower layers where the
permeabilities are higher. The convective cell contracts in the middle layer
to conserve the mass flow rate. Observing the isothermal plot shown in Fig. 1b,
it can be concluded that regions of high temperatures are near the side and in
the middle of the aquifer as the hot rising plumes are located near these
regions. The average temperatures are higher in the middle of the aquifer than
at the sides where it is being heated. This can be explained by observing that
isotherms near the sides indicate lower imposed temperatures as compared to the
temperatures of fluid adjacent to it. Thus when the flow is fully developed,
heated sides act as a heat sink instead of as a heat source. The Nusse1t number
(a measure of heat transfer rate) along the top boundary is found to be 3.90.
Vertical temperature profiles for Case I are plotted in Fig. 2. As
indicated in the previous quarterly report l , comparison with the temperature
profile observed at HGP-A well shows a strong resemblance, demonstrating the
credibility of the mathematical model. The linear temperature gradients in
the less permeable middle layer suggest conductive heat flow in this region.
This feature is also depicted in the stream-function diagram where the upper
and bottom regions with high permeability are seen to have strong convective
circulation compared to the middle region. Thus the overall effect of the low
permeability middle layer is the alteration of heat transfer mode from convective
to conductive. The close resemblance of temperature profiles with HGP-A well
suggests the existence of a layered structure near the well.
Case II
This case with a lower permeability for the middle layer was run to further
study the effects of a low permeability region. Rayleigh numbers for three
layers are taken to be 300, 50 and 750, implying permeability ratios of
(k 1/k2) = 6.0 and (k 3/k 2) = 15.0. The solution reaches steady state at a time
level of 0.0686 and the stream-function plot is shown for half the domain in
Fig. 3a. The less permeable middle region inhibits the development of doub1e-
cellular flow as in Case I. This causes lower temperatures in the middle and
upper regions of the aquifer, as shown in isotherm plots in Fig. 3b. The
Nusse1t number along the top boundary is 2.2, which has decreased because of
the inability of heat to convect through the middle layer.
Case II I
To investigate the effects of the middle permeable layer, a solution was
obtained for a uniformly permeable region with Ra = 350.0 and with the same

















































Figure 3. Steady State Stream Functions (Left) and Temperature Contours (Right)
for Case II
that the flow becomes steady at a time level of 0.058. The convection pattern
is seen to have no contraction in the middle because of the absence of a low
permeability middle layer. The temperature of the fluid adjacent to the sides
is still higher than the imposed temperatures~ thus causing heat loss from the
sides. Comparison with Cases II and III shows that introduction of a low
permeability middle layer restricts the purely convective flow. Moreover, the
presence of a lower permeability middle layer results in a smaller number of
convective cells.
Case IV
This case with aspect ratio of 1:1 was run to study the effects of lower
aspect ratio on the aquifer characteristics. The initial conditions are the
same as in the first case, i.e., the fluid is stationary everywhere and the
boundaries are raised suddenly to high temperatures. The solution with aspect
ratio of 1:1 results in a steady double cellular flow at the time level 0.03.
The cell width of the steady state solution is 0.5, the same as in the case of
aspect ratio 2:1. The isotherm plot and vertical temperature plot show
temperatures to be high only near the sides as the aquifer is recharged by cold
water from the middle region. The Nusselt number along the top boundary is
3.1 which is less than that of the first case. The hot rising plumes convecting
the heat are located only near the sides, causing the proportional heat loss
through the sides to be larger than in the first case. Thus the heat transferred
through the top boundary is less.
Case V
Another case with aspect ratio of 4:1, with the same initial conditions as
Case I, ,was run to study the effects of higher aspect ratio on the reservoir
characteristics. The solution becomes oscillatory which starts with five
convective cells for each half of the aquifer. At a later time two cells
merge into the other cells resulting in three cells with the centermost cell
being of width equal to one. This results in a hot spot near the center thus
originating the fourth cell. The inability of the system to sustain the four
cells results in two large cells in each half of the aquifer. The hot spot
near quarter distance from the sides causes flow to attain the configuration of
four cells. The new cells are destroyed by the existing larger cells before
they can absorb sufficient energy. The system continually attempts to increase
the rate of heat transfer from the lower boundary by increasing the number of
cells thus causing the solution to be unsteady. The first fluctuation occurs
-27-
at T = 0.1852. The fluctuations would appear at the intervals of the order of
~T = 0.095. The Nusse1t number varies between a maximum value of 3.8 and a
minimum of 2.7. The Nusse1t number is lower compared to Case I with aspect
ratio of 2:1, indicating that the steadier solution results in larger heat
transfer.
Case VI
To study the effects of insulated sides a case was run with Rayleigh
number of 300, 120 and 750 for the three different layers. The aspect ratio
considered is 2:1. The Nusse1t number is lower than that of heated side case
(Case I). From the flow field it is clear that the smaller number of hot
plumes in this case result in less heat transfer. Observing the vertical
temperature plot, the average temperature of the fluid is lower because of
weaker convective circulation. The lower permeability region affects the flow
more predominantly. The temperature gradients in the middle layer are much
lower, indicating less heat transfer across the middle layer.
A technical report2, containing the detailed discussion of this work, is
now under preparation.
References
1 "Hawaii Geothermal Project: Progress Report for the Second Quarter of Federal
FY77, II April 1, 1977.
2 Rana, R., R. N. Horne, and P. Cheng, "Numerica1 Solutions for Transient Free
Convection in a Multi-Layer Geothermal Reservoir," in preparation.
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Tasks 3.2 and 3.3
WELL TEST AND RESERVOIR ENGINEERING
P.C. Yuen, B.H. Chen, D.H. Kihara, A.S. Seki, P.K. Takahashi
I. March-May Flow Test
In order to clean the wellbore of mud, cuttings, and debris, the well was
surged once a day for one hour for one week beginning March 21, 1977. Then on
March 28, 1977, the well was flashed for 25 hours with the discharge line fully
open. Following this, a three-inch orifice plate was inserted into the discharge
line and a flow test started. The well was discharged for 42 days before being
shut in. Figures 1 to 8 display the data obtained during this production test.
Table 1 presents a comparison of parameters for each flow test after 25
hours of discharge. Flow rates have increased steadily with each test as
evidenced by a 37% increase in mass flow rate and 25% increase in steam flow
rate, between the November and March test periods.
Sound levels were measured at the beginning and conclusion of the test and
show a decrease of about two decibels overall. Table 2 and Figure 9 contain the
measured data.
Because several complaints were received of the hydrogen sulfide odor and
its possible adverse health results, an anemometer to monitor the wind's speed
and direction was placed at the wellsite. A questionnaire was distributed to
nearby residents asking for dates, times and severity of odor. In addition,
water samples were obtained at the wel1site and homesites downwind of the site
to check the hydrogen sulfide and sulfuric acid concentrations.
Water samples at the discharge weir and condensed steam samples at the
radiato~ were obtained regularly, Downhole sampling was initiated and then
stopped because of the small quantity of fluid obtained during runs.
During the flashing, detailed temperature and pressure profiles were taken
at 100 foot intervals along the wellbore. This information is presented in
Figures 10 and 11.
The well was shut in on May 9, 1977. A series of temperature-pressure
profiles were then made to record the recovery of the well. Since one of the
probes could not be opened after a downhole run, the next series of profiles
were of temperature only. Figures 12 and 13 contain these points. The test
was concluded with a bottomhole pressure measurement.
Downhole water sampling then commenced with two sa~ples taken at 6300' and
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Table 1
COMPARISON OF DISCHARGE TESTS AT 25 HOURS AFTER INITIATION OF FLOW
NOVEMBER DECEMBER JANUARY r1ARc.ti
WELLHEAD PRESSURE (PSIG) 47 53 59 59
WELLHEAD TEMPERATURE ( °C) 146 150 151 153
LIP PRESSURE (PSIG) 7,9 10,1 12.5 13.9
WEIR HEIGHT (INCHES) 3-1/2 4 4-1/8 4-3/16
I
w WEIR TEMPERATURE (OF) 203 205 205 203coI
MASS FLOW RATE (KLB/HR) 87,9 103,4 114.3 120.4
LIQUID FLOW RATE (KLB/HR) 27.9 39.5 42,S 45.2
STEAM FLOW RATE (KLB/HR) 60.0 63,9 71.8 75.2
STEAM QUALITY (%) 68 62 63 62
ENTHALPY (BTU/LB) 888 833 845 842
THERMAL POWER (Mw) 22.9 25.2 28.3 29.7
5/13/77
Table 2
Noise Level Readings on DBA Scale
11/3 flashed 2/10/77 3/30/77 5/7/7711 /3 recorded 11/3 flashed 12/12 flashed 1/26 flashed 1 3/4/1
Station 11/6 recorded 11 /17 recorded 12/14 recorded 1/27 recorded Orifice 3" Orifice 3/1 Orifice
1 100/93 98 99 96 92 98 -
2 104 102 104 100 92 100 98
3 98/106 95 96 93 85 95 91
4 98 96 100 96 87 96 94
5 98/98 94 94 89 80 91 .
6 96 92 95 90 81 91 89
7 98/97 96 97 91 82 91 89
8 99 97 98 93 85 93 91
9 98 97 99 94 88 95 93
10 98 96 99 96 89 96 94
11 101 98 100 96 90 . .
12 107 103 106 100 93 101 99
13 110 108 110 103 96
103 101
14 107 102 104 100 93 100 98
15 106 102 106 102 96 103 100
16 104 101 105 101 93 102 99
17 110 105 108 101 96 102 99
18 106 102 106 99 93 100 98
19 103 102 104 99 95 99 97
20 103 99 100 96 90 96 95
21 104/101 99 101 98 92 97 95
22 100 98 99 96 87 96 94
23 100/99 97 98 94 87 94 92
24 99 97 98 95 88 95 93
25 106/101 99 101 95 90 96 95
26 103 99 101 98· 93 98 96
27 110 104 109 103 97 102 100
28 110/107 103 107 102 96 102 100
29 96 94 96 91 86 93 90
30 108 104 106 101 96 103 102
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Figure 11. ~ressure Profiles During Test
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Figure 13. Pressure Recovery
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5 6
were lost downhole when the wireline snapped unexpectedly. This caused all
further downhole measurements to be stopped until the wire and sampler could be
retrieved. Another wireline was borrowed and used with Kuster grapnel equipment
to fish for the probe and broken line. Three separate bundles of wire were
caught and removed. Five other fishing attempts failed to hook any other wire
or the water sampler. Probe measurements have been stopped until new wireline
is obtained.
Figures 14 and 15 show 13-day temperature and pressure profiles compared
with similar plots before the test. The water level recovery, as expected, will
take longer to reach ground level. Figure 16 contains plots of the recoveries
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Figure 15. Pressure Profiles
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CHRONOLOGY OF WELL TESTING EVENTS
March to June 1977
Start of 42 day flow test.
3" orifice plate installed.
Temperature/pressure profile measured. Downhole water sampling
attempted--no fluid.




Well shut in and temperature/pressure profile measured constantly
for 3 hours, temperature profiles measured constantly for next
6 hours, bottomhole pressure measured, then downhole water samples
were obtained: 2 at 6300' and one at 4300' before water sampler
and 1000' of wire lost downhole.
Fishing attempted with a borrowed winch set up. Wire bundles were
retrieved on 3 separate occasions--nothing on two others.
Fishing attempted--no wire or water sampler was retrieved on
three occasions. -




II. Speculative Modelling of HGP-A and the Kapoho Geothermal Reservoir
This discussion will be presented in a time perspective: past, present and
future of modelling HGP-A and the Kapoho reservoir. A brief historical perspec-
tive initiates the discussion.
A. History of Geothermal Well Drilling in Hawaii
Six wells have peen drilled on the island of Hawaii to locate sources of
geothermal energy. In summary, they are:
Maximum
Well Year Location El ev (ft) Depth (ft) Temp. (°C)
Thermal Test 1961 Puna Rift 1009 178 55
Well #1
TTVl #2 1961 Puna Rift 1035 556 102
TTH #3 1961 Puna Rift 563 690 93
THJ #4 1961 Puna Rift 250 290 43
Test ~Jell by 1973 Kil auea Caldera 3615 4140 137
G. V. Kell er
HGP-A 1976 Puna Rift (Pahoa) 600 6455 358
Tne first four holes were drilled in 1961 by the Hawaii Thermal Power
Company. Recent measurements have shown that most of these well temperatures
have not changed significantly. TTW #2 and #3 are located along the Puna Rift
about 5 miles (8.5 km) apart, with TTW #2 close to site B (Opihikao anomaly) and
TTW #3 just to the sea side of HGP-A (Kapoho anomaly). (See Figure 17.) TTW #2
has a peak temperature of 102°C 556 feet below the surface or 479 feet above sea
level, while TTW #3 has a peak temperature of 93°C at about 540 feet below the
surface, or just above sea level.
In addition to the geothermal wells, several warm water wells are of interest.
Well 9-9 (USGS #1 2782-01), Malamaki, has a maximum temperature of 55°C at around
sea level (20 feet below sea level is the pepk temperature point, although the
warm region extends from sea level to the bottom, 42 feet below sea level). Well
9-6 (USGS # 3081-01), locat~d somewhat north and seaward of HGP-A and TTW #3, has
a temperature of 36.8°C. Epp and Halunen (1976) report that a significant temper-
ature increase of 3°C occurred in well 9-6 from August 16, 1974 to September 3,
1976, before the November 1975 earthquake, the epicenter of which was located























Figure 17. Other Wells. f HGP-A andLocatl0n 0
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below sea level. The Allison well (USGS # 2881-01) has a temperature of 38.9°C.
Finally, although other water wells have been drilled to sea level along the
Puna Rift and have virtually ambient temperatures, in general, water wells
located in the Puna region show increasingly lower temperatures away from the
rift. There is, however, a warm belt outside the rift region between Opihikao
and Pohoiki, which suggests warm water movement from higher to lower levels into
the sea between these two locations.
The well drilled by G. V. Keller is located more than twenty miles inland
from HGP-A along the same principal rift zone. The well was drilled to a point
525 feet below sea level where a maximum temperature of 137°C was recorded.
However, the gradient in the lower part of the well was 370°C/km, suggesting
that higher temperatures were present a short way down.
The rocks penetrated were all tholeiitic basalt, with vesicu1arity ranging
from a few percent to 40 percent. The water level was about 2000 feet above sea
level. Permeabi1ities of less than 100 mi11idarcies were encountered at depths
below 3000 feet from the surface (600 feet above sea level). Hydrothermal
alteration in the form of calcite and zeolite was detected below the water table
(Ke 11 er , 1974) .
B. Pre-drilling Speculative Models
Several pre-drilling models were advanced by HGP researchers. The three
most promiment ones were:
Model #1 suggested the presence of an intrusive zone under the Kilauea
east rift with a width of 4 km on the western side, fanning out to a 6 km width
on the eastern side, and extending from a depth of 0.9 km to 1.9 km. A rela-
tively low water temperature of 140°C was predicted. Rainwater percolating
downward through the permeable rock, increased in temperature with depth.
Eventually, low permeability prevented further percolation. It is at this point
that the 140°C temperature was placed. The areal extent of the reservoir was
determined to be in the range of one to two square kilometers.
Model #2 speculated that confined aquifers could exist at depth due to
self-sealing. The heating would be provided by a magma chamber at shallow depth
or by some intrusion. This model was based on seawater recharge.
Model #3 has a vertical structure, with a series of dikes essentially
parallel to the general topographic ridge. There is groundwater circulation
within the dike system. The heat source consists of hot igneous bodies ~ithin
the rift zone. There are at least two different fiuid circulation patterns:
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groundwater leaking through the dike structure, moving seaward, plus upwelling
of seawater induced by the heat source.
C. Summary of Data Used to Develop Speculative Models
Draw-down and Build-up Analyses
Standard petroleum techniques which assume single phase flow, were
used to analyze the Kapoho reservoir conditions. Analysis of the well test
data indicates that the permeability thickness is approximately 1000 mi11idarcy-
feet; skin damage is present. Production from more than one layer is suggested.
Additional data are required to confirm the above results.
Water Quality (Kroopnick, Lau, Buddemeier, Siegel, 1977)
The production fluid has a chloride content about 10% that of seawater.
The silica concentration is as expected for fluid in contact with 300°C rock.
The pH value downhole is low (2 to 3), but as C02 comes out of solution, the pH
at wellhead rises to neutrality.
The fluid is remarkably free of toxic elements. The mercury emission
into the air during discharge is insignificant relative to normal ambient
conditi ons.
Preliminary chemical analyses indicate that the fluid is predominantly
rainwater, but that the average age is probably greater than 25-30 years as
there is zero tritium.
Geological Analyses (Stone and Palmiter, 1977)
A megascopic study of the well cuttings (D. Palmiter, 1977) and a
microscopic/x-ray diffraction study, primarily of core samples (C. Stone, 1977)
provides information from which to deduce possible production regions. Table
4 indicates these possible production zones. In general, permeabi1ities appear
high from the surface down to about 3300 feet, with a very high permeability
layer just below the casing at around 2500 feet. Permeability is low from 3300
feet to very close to the bottom. However, it is possible that secondary
production zones of medium permeability could exist in this interval. The
permeability near bottom hole appears to be quite high.
D. Speculative Reservoir Models of the Region in the General Vicinity of HGP-A
Possible models can be classified in the following ways:
1. Physical condition of fluid entering the wellbore:
a. superheated steam only
b. hot water only
c. steam plus hot water at saturation
-53-
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Table 4. GEOLOGIC ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF POSSIBLE PRODUCTION ZONES
Depth from Microscopic Megascopic PossibleWellhead




1000 Unfi 11 ed
1500 Unfi 11 ed
2000
2500 Partially Fi 11 ed IHigher Excellent
3000 Partially Fi 11 ed Permeability
3500 Fi 11 ed Generally
Low Permeability)
4000 but Poss i bil ity Fair [Layer(S) between]for Layers of 3000 &5000 feet
4500 Fi 11 ed Medium Permeability
5000 Varying
5500 Fi 11 ed
but Generally Low
Permeability
6000 Fi 11 ed ,
6500 Parti a11y Fill ed High Permeability Excellent
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d. any combination of the above (plus cold water entry)
2. Open or closed (self-sealed) system
Two related speculative models will be presented, one with a thermodynamic
boundary tens of miles across and a second in the immediate vicinity of the
wellbore.
The more general reservoir model can be surmised by first referring to
Figure 18, a speculative cross-sectional view of the Island of Hawaii. Box Z
is represented in Figure 19. The underground system consists of layers of
alternating low/medium/high permeability aquifers. The geological analyses
indicate that several permeable zones are to be expected, some with higher flow
rates than others. The amount of flow depends on formation permeability and
water quantity. One theory is that an impermeable layer prevents most of the
rainwater from percolating down to the hot depths. Figure 19, then, should be
modified to include this cap. During well quiescence, there is very little
actual flow at depth. However, during production, Figure 19 represents three
possible flow regions -- high flow in an aquifer that crosses bottomhole; a yet
undefined, but probably high, flow at the uppermost flow layer; and a mid-layer;
where although low flow is suggested, recent evidence suggests that major
production might be possible.
Figure 19 also represents cross-section x-x in Figure 20. Shown in Figure
20 is underground fluid flow from the higher regions into the sea between
Opihikao and Pohoiki. Figure 20 also shows rainfall and topographical contours,
which support the possibility of the suggested flow into the sea.
The speculative wellbore model is depicted in Figure 21. Consideration of









indicates that both the superheated steam only and hot water only models can be
eliminated. Furthermore, the system is open and recharged with rainwater, not
seawater. As the temperature-with-depth profile is essentially linear, there
does not appear to be significant cold water entry at 2500 feet. The pressure
profile suggests that a major production region could either be near the
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Figure 18. Speculative Cross-sectional view of












Figure 19. Macroscopic Cross-Sectional Representation of Reservoir Region Close to HGP-A














Figure 20. Rainfall and Topographical
Contours in the Puna Well
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In summary, a possible we11bore model consistent with the measured data is
one in which flashing is occurring in the formation. The major production fluid
at 50% steam quality enters the borehole either near the bottom or at 4400 feet,
or both. Additional flashing occurs as the fluid flows up the well such that
the steam quality rises to 65% at the wellhead. It is possible that cooler
fluid not at saturation could be entering the borehole.
Microseismic data (Helsley, 1977) suggests that the reservoir volume in
the vicinity of HGP-A is about 12 km3 (3 mi 3). One geophysical specu1~tion is
that the reservoir has a potential power of 500 megawatts for 100 years. The
following section is a more detailed discussion on production regions and
reservoir lifetime. These specu1atio~s are based on preliminary data and need
to be modified as additional data are obtained.
E. Possible Production Regions
Table 5 lists some possible speculative models based on the following diagram
of the region in the vicinity of HGP-A.















Based on the Following Wellhead Conditions
T = 185°C
P = 150 psi
X = 59%
H= 839 BTU/1b
Wmass = 75,000 lb/hr
Producing k kh Inc. Fluid Rock Flow Rate
T Enth.
--
Zone md md ft Qual.
T Mass Enth.
°C BTU/1 b % °C lb/hr BTU/hr
Model #la
2250 1 -2350' 1 100 60 108 0 60 22,453 .24xl0
7
5300 1 -6300 1 1 1000 250 1204 100 310 50,000 6 x10
7
Model #lb
2250 1 -2350 1 3 300 60 108 0 60 12,857 .14xl0
7
5955 1 -6055 1 8 800 250 983 70 330 62,143 6.1 xl0
7
Model #2a
5955 1 -6455 1 2.2 11 00 250 835 50 330 75,000 6.26xl0
7
Model #2b




2250 1 -2350 1 1 100 60 108 0 , 60 22,453 .24xl0
7
4200'-47.00 1 .2 100 225 1204 100 315 15,000 1.8xl0
7




4200 1 -4700 1 1.1 550 225 869 58 315 37,500 3.26x10
7
I




4200 1 -4700 1 1.9 945 225 908 62 315 60,000 5.45x10
7








Model #1 in Table 5 is based on cold water contamination. As mentioned
earlier, the possibility of this model is somewhat remote.
Model #2 suggests production only near the bottom. This model is possible.
Model #3 assumes production from three regions. Chances are good that
there is production from several well-defined regions.
Model #4 has two primary production zones. A detailed analysis of the
pressure profiles during discharge seems to favor model #4b with the major
production at high steam quality from the 4400' region.
All of these models are highly speculative and are introduced here only to
provide a starting point for discussion. Much data and additional wells are
needed before a reliable picture of the reservoir can be obtained.






Pf = 0225 - 44.4 1b/ft
Pb = 178 1b/ft3
Ef = 1.01 BTU/lb/oF (44.4 1b/ft
3) = 44.9 BTU/oF/ft3
Eb = 0.2 BTU/1b/oF (178 1b/ft
3) = 35.6 BTU/oF/ft3
Then the energy, E, available in a reservoir of cylindrical geometry is
E = nr2hnT [44.9~ + 35.6 (l-~)J
where
r = radius of reservoir, ft
h = thickness of reservoir, ft
nT = temperature drop allowed to maintain produc-
ti on, of
~ = porosity (or void space) of reservoir
Th~ following conditions are possible:
As 180°C has been mentioned as a minimal production temperature (9),
assuming a 50°C temperature drop during production
nT = 300 - [180 + 50J = 70°C = 126°F
Manghnani, et a1. (10), have reported that porosity,
~ = 10.1%
The transmissivity, kh, of the reservoir is approximately 1000 md-ft (11).
The reservoir thickness and permeability are not known, but a production
thickness of 50 to 2000 feet might not be unreasonable.
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The reservoir radius is somewhat of an artificial parameter. The thickness
of the rift zone in terms of production is not known, but Furumoto and
Yuhara (12) have reported that the hot section of the Kilauea east rift
consists of a dike compl'ex 6 km wide ahd 4 km thfck~ 'where the bottom sits
at 5 km (or the top is 1 km from the surface). Furthermore, hydrothermal
reservoirs may also exist along the sides of the dikes outside the complex.
Thus, the volume of field may be thought of in terms of a parallelepiped,
or
E = abh~T [44.9~ + 35.6 (1 - ~)]
Such being the case, let
h = 4 km = 13,123 ft
width, a = 6 km = 19,685 ft
rift length, b = tens of miles, but for the purposes of HGP-A,
let a = b, or
=6 km =19,685 ft
The available energy then is
E = 19,6852 (13123)(126)[44.9(.101) + 35.6(1 - .101)]
= 2.34 x 1016 BTU • 3413 ~~~
= 6.86 x 1012 KWH
= 7.825 x 105 MWY
or 782.5 thermal megawatts for 1000 years.
(or 1174 megawatts of electricity for 100 years)
Keeping in mind, though, that
• the calculation is for a 6 km x 6 km x 4 km
parallelepiped
a temperature drop allowed in the reservoir of
700 e (126°F)
If the actual rift length is used, b = 40 miles
E = 8.4 x 105 MWY or
8400 thermal megawatts for 1000 years
The actual electrical power obtainable, of course, is about 15% of this
amount.
Having now established a reasonable maximum producible energy from the
Puna/Kilauea rift zone, several moderating factors should be considered.
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The Effect of Formation Thickness (h)
The th~rmal power in megawatts available for Y years in the field is
P = £. = abh6T [44.9~ + 35.6 (1 - p)]





The electrical power equation is then (assuming 15% thermal to electrical
efficiency)
Pe = 5 x 10-
12 abh6T [9.3~ + 35.6]/Y
with Pe ' the electrical power, in megawatts.
For a =b = 6 km = 1.9685 x 104 ft
6T = 126°F
4t = 10.1%
Y = 100 years
The electrical power available is Pe = 8.9 x 10-2h megawatts for 100 years.
The power available is a linear function of formation thickness. However,
if h is too thin and k, the permeability, too high, the fluid flow rate could
be too quick to allow sufficient heat exchange to occur from the rock to the
fluid. It should furthermore be clarified that formation thickness, h, is not
the entire thickness of the hot rock. Relative to energy outflow in the fluid
during production, heat conduction in the rock is usually quite low. For the
present, h is taken to be the thickness of the production regions.
The Effect of Porosity
The ~onditions similar to the previous discussion with h = 500 ft.













Assuming that permeability is sufficient and fluid is available, porosity
has little effect on energy availability. This is because the heat capacity of
rock and water is similar. However, it should be remembered that the higher
the porosity, the slower the boiling front moves away from the wellbore,
resulting in higher production.
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Relationship between Reservoir Size and Permissible Temperature Drop
Assuming that the reservoir is a parallelepiped, production for 40 years
and porosity of 10%,
Pe = 5 x 10-
12 abh6T [9.3(.1)+35.6]/40
-12Pe = 4.6 x 10 abh6T
Let a = b
[See Figure 22]
h (ft) a=b (ft.) 6T (OF) Pe (MW)
100 5,280 (1 mile) 126 1.6
100 10,560 Fmiles) 126 6.5
100 15,840 3 miles) 126 14.5
100 21,120 (4 miles, 126 25.9
or 6.4 km)
1000 5,280 126 16.0
1000 10,560 126 65.0
1000 15,840 126 145.0
1000 21,120 126 259.0
100 5,280 60 .8
100 10,560 60 3. 1
100 15,840 60 6.9
100 21,120 60 12.3
1000 5,280 60 7.6
1000 10,560 60 30.9
1000 15,840 60 69.0
1000 21,120 60 123.3
G. Future Reservoir Performance
i
To obtain a guess of the future performance of HGP-A, the data obtained in
the March-May test and plotted in Figures 1-8 can be extrapolated. If this is
done, the numbers in Table 6 are obtained. The hazards in this type of
extrapolation are, of course, obvious.
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Figure 22. Electrical Production vs. Permissible Temperature Drop
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Table 6
Projections Obtained by Extending Data Plots of March-May Flow Test
Wellhead Total Mass Steam Steam Electrical
Time Pressure Flow Rate Flow Rate Enthalpy Qual ity Power
(Years) (psig) (Klbjhr) (Klbjhr) (BTU/lb) (%) (MW)
153 81 59 900 73.7 3.2
I 15 142 78 58 904 73.8 3.0
0'\
"-J
I 30 140 77 57 906 73.8 3.0
100 137 76 56 908 73.8 2.9
8. Stone, C., personal communication, 1977.
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OVERVIEW OF THE HAWAII GEOTHERMAL PROJECT
May 1973 through June 1977
The Hawaii Geothermal Project (HGP) was organized to focus the multi-
disciplinary research resources of the University of Hawaii on the identifi-
cation, generation, and utilization of geothermal energy on the Big Island
of Hawaii. This island is both the largest and youngest in the island chain,
and is still growing from recent activity of the Mauna Loa and Kilauea
volcanoes. Therefore, it is the island with the greatest amount of heat at
or near the earth's surface. Consequently, the Big Island was selected as
the appropriate site for initial geothermal exploration, with subsequent
surveys to proceed throughout the island chain.
The HGP came into being when the 1972 Hawaii State Legislature allocated
$200,000 for geothermal research, contingent on the University obtaining
matching federal funds. This was well before the Middle East oil embargo and
resulting energy crisis; so was a progressive step for a state legislature to
take. From the beginning this has been a cooperative project involving all
segments of government, the University, the electric utility, and the private
sector. A budget summary of the total support of $3,417,000 that has been
received to date, showing sources of funding for each of the three major
phases of the project, is listed on the next page.
Research got underway in the early summer of 1973, with separate programs
established for Geophysics, Engineering, Environmental-Socioeconomics, and
Experimental Drilling. The major emphasis of Phase I was on geophysical
surveys, but support activity was begun in the other programs as well. It
became evident in early 1974 that an exploratory drilling program would be
required to verify the subsurface conditions predicted by the surve~s.
Initially it was the intent to proceed with multiple drilling of both deep
and shallow wells, but subsequent fiscal restraints limited the exploratory
drilling "program" to one deep well.
The Site Selection Committee for this well was chaired by the former
Dr. Agatin T. Abbott, after whom the well was ultimately named -- HGP-A, for
Abbott. The committee considered all geophysical, geological, and geochemical
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BUDGET SUMMARY FOR HGP-A
Phase I -- Exploratory Surveys &Related Research
(May 1973 through April 1975)
State of Hawaii
County of Hawaii
National Science Foundation (NSF)
Energy Research &Development
Administration (ERDA)













Phase II -- Experimental Drilling, Initial Well Testing, &Related Research
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evidence and selected as the optimum site a location in the Puna District near
the eastern rift of Kilauea Volcano. No State or County land ~uitable for
drilling was available near the selected site, and after some negotiation with
landowners in that area, permission was obtained from the Kapoho Land and
Development Company to drill the well on a four-a~re plot approxi~ate1y three
miles southeast of Pahoa. The elevation of this site is just under 600 feet
above sea level.
Specifications for drilling were drawn up and invitations to bid were sent
in early June 1975 to 28 drilling companies on the mainland, in Canada, and
throughout the Pacific area. The only bid submitted was by Water Resources
International Inc. of Honolulu and, following extensive negotiations, the
drilling subcontract was let in late-November 1975. A New Zealand geothermal
consulting firm, KRTA, was commissioned to provide technical assistance and
supervision of the drilling operation.
Drilling of this experimental well commenced on December 10, 1975. The well
was completed to a depth of 6450 feet on April 27, 1976. Cores of the subsurface
strata were taken at approximately 700-foot intervals and cutting sqmples were
obtained every five to ten feet throughout drilling. The well was logged twice
with Gearhart-Owen equipment, which measured resistivity, self-potential, natural
gamma ray and slow neutron count, and cement bond. Depth of logging was limited
by high downhole temperatures.
Below 4000 feet the drilling mud began to heat up rapidly, and subsequent
mud temperature measurements approached 600°F. This high temperature was
sufficiently encouraging to justify installing a slotted liner, flushing out the
mud, and conducting a well testing program. The total budget for site prepara-
tion, drilling, casing, and preliminary rig-assisted well testing came to just
over $1.5 million, as summarized on the following page.
Preliminary well testing proceeded through the summer of 1976. The well was
first flashed to steam and permitted to flow briefly on July 2. The rate of
discharge of steam was impressive but noisy -- resulting in DBA readings of 120,
roughly equivalent to that of a 747 jet aircraft at take off. Steam was
discharged continuously for four hours on July 22, verifying that some natural
flow into the wellbore was taking place. The quality of the fluid from HGP-A
was generally good -- surprisingly low in chloride content, but with significant
amounts of silica.
Because of the extremely high noise level generated during discharge a
silencer-separator was constructed before proceeding with a more comprehensive
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HGP-A
COST OF SITE PREPARATION, DRILLING,
AND RIG ASSISTED WELL TESTING
Site Preparation, Water Reservoir, and Cellar $ 45,496
Mobilization 120,192
Labor and Rig Time 733,830




Less Credit for Returned Consumab1es 96,143
NET COST OF HGP-A $1,503,471
Less Rig Rental Allowance by WRI 60,000
TOTAL COST OF HGP-A TO THE PROJECT $1,443,471
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testing program. A two-week flow test was performed -- from November 3 to 17 --
with wellhead temperature, pressure, and other scientific mea~urements recorded
throughout. Subsequently, instrumentation and procedure were perfected for
obtaining downhole temperature and pressure measurements while the well was
discharging steam. Temperature and pressure profiles throughout the full 6450-
foot well depth were obtained during a six-day flow test conducted in mid-
December, followed by a determination of the pressure build-up after the well
was shut-in.
Because the steam quality is so high, the silencer has been only partially
successful, and objections to the noise level continued to be raised by families
in the area. In late December and early January additional muffling and
stiffening were built into the silencer, after which a series of throttled flow
tests were conducted to provide better assessment both of the well and to obtain
preliminary design data for a wellhead generator. The results of these prelim~
inary tests were sufficiently encouraging that a gO-day flow test was plann~d
to begin in late March. However, the nuisance effect of both the noise and the
hydrogen sulfide emissions -- combined with the fact that the pressure-time
curves for the well seemed to stabilize early -- led to the termination of the
test after six weeks on May 9.
In summary, HGP-Ais one of the hottest geothermal wells in the world; the
highest downhole temperature encountered has been 675°F. Well testing to date
indicates that there is significant natural flow into the wellbore, and that
HGP-A should maintain a reasonable flow rate of high quality fluid for the 30~
year life expectancy of a generating plant. The Kapoho Geothermal Fielp
associated with this first successful geothermal well in Hawaii may have a
capacity of 500 MW or greater and, therefore, exhibits great economic potential
for the Island and for the State of Hawaii. The early installation of q wellhead
generator, both to provide power for the Big Island electric grid and to obtain
additional information on the nature and the extent of the geothermal resource,
is the next logical step for developing the field.
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